KURIOS – Proper Name or Title in Greek Exodus
The use of the article with proper nouns in the Greek translation of the Old Testament is
influenced by various factors. Funk-Blass-Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament
and Other early Christian Literature (Chicago, Ill: University of Chicago Presss, 1961) (p.133)
affirm the conclusion of Weiss and Debrunner that
In the LXX literalistic translators like to render anarthrous hwhy with anarthrous
ku&rioj, but l, l), and t) with tw=| k., to_n k.; …the less literalistic translators of
the OT and NT prefer a general conformity to the Greek usage of the article:…
There is no doubt that the Greek translator of Exodus regarded ku&rioj, when it was the
equivalent of hwhy, as a proper name.1 In the vast majority of contexts in Exodus where hwhy/
ku&rioj occurs no Greek article fronts this noun.2 This is consistent with how this translator treats
proper names. However, the most common proper names in Greek Exodus do occasionally occur
with the article and ku&rioj is no exception. It is the contention of this paper that this translator
was guided more by Greek usage of the article with proper names, than by a desire to represent
certain Hebrew lexemes in his Greek translation. This practice extends to the rendering of hwhy/
ku&rioj.
We will examine those contexts in the Göttingen edition of the Greek Exodus where
ku&rioj as a proper name is arthrous. We seek to discern why in these particular situations the
translation has chosen to use the article with this proper noun and will argue that the occurrence
of the article is due to a nuance the translator desired to communicate, and not due to the
translator’s attempt to represent some element in his Hebrew text. Although segments of the
Greek Old Testament may have represented elements in the Hebrew text by the article, this does
not seem to be the case with the translator of Exodus.
The Greek translator of Exodus normally used proper names anarthrously and in this
followed Classical Greek conventions. As Smyth observes:
Names of persons and places are individual and therefore omit the article unless
previously mentioned …or specially marked as well known.3
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The statistical proportions4 of arthrous and anarthrous usage of proper nouns in Greek
Exodus are quite consistent:
Proper Noun
Mwush=j

Total
Occurrences
292

Arthrous
occurrences
28

Anarthrous
occurrences
264

)Aarw&n

118

95

109

)Israh&l

169

10

159

Faraw&

122

7

115

Ku&rioj

3596

22

338

Total

1042

75

967

Proportion
9.5% are
arthrous
7.6% are
arthrous
5.9% are
arthrous
5.7% are
arthrous
6.1% are
arthrous
7.2% are
arthrous

These statistics7 support Smyth’s general observation, but we have yet to demonstrate that the
occurrence of the article is due to inner Greek issues, rather than interference from a Hebrew
Vorlage. The exceptional number of arthrous occurrences in the case of Mwush=j arises because
the translator regularly rendered h#m-t) hwhy hwc as sune&tacen ku&rioj tw=| Mwush=| (eighteen
times in Exodus. See footnote 11). The proportion of arthrous and anarthrous uses of ku&rioj
when representing the Tetragram is well within the range of arthrous uses of other proper names.
The Exodus translator “generally adhered closely to a form of the Hebrew text similar to
the MT…The terms ‘interlinearity’ or ‘isomorphism’ appropriately describe how the translator
seems to have proceeded.”8 However, the statistics in the following table indicate that this
tendency to isomorphism did not extend to all elements in the Hebrew text, or it if did, it was not
followed consistently. As well Greek Exodus has been characterized as “one of the most freely
translated books in the Septuagint and one of those in which the requirements of Greek idiom
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The figures provided are based on the edited text of Greek Exodus prepared by John Wevers. There may
be very minor variations in these figures depending upon specific textual variants. However, the
percentages would not change appreciably if other counts were made. These figures do not include the
sections added by Origin in his Hexaplaric edition. The actual statistics arise from my own analysis of the
occurrences.
5
In some cases the proper name is in a compound structure with another proper name and a single article
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have been best taken into account.”9 These factors would suggest that in cases where the article
occurs with proper names and ku&rioj/hwhy in particular the translator is being guided by Greek
syntax and idiom, rather than by a requirement to represent each element in his Hebrew Vorlage
with some Greek element. Isomorphism has its limits.
I do not doubt that in general the Exodus translator did seek generally to represent his
Hebrew text in an isomorphic fashion. Wevers is right to consider first whether the occurrence of
the article with proper nouns in Greek Exodus does in fact represent some element in the Hebrew
text. However, when we discern that in many cases the proper noun is anarthrous and only a very
small percentage are arthrous and, in addition, that the arthrous forms, for example, only rendered
twelve of forty-four occurrences of hwhyl, this suggests, in my opinion, that the rationale for the
occurrence of arthrous forms is due primarily to inner Greek requirements. We should seek the
answer for the occurrence of the article with ku&rioj in Greek idiom and syntax, not in the
translator’s attempt to render some element in his Hebrew text. This suggests that the translator
nuanced his Greek text, at least to some degree.
Greek and Hebrew Equivalencies
When we compare the occurrences of selected lexemes in the Masoretic text (presuming
that this Hebrew text for the most part represents the Vorlage used by the translator of Exodus)
with the most commonly occurring proper names in Exodus, it is clear that the Greek translator
did not use the Greek article to represent any particular Hebrew lexeme. What the chart does
show, however, is that the translator does use the article with ku&rioj in twelve cases where his
Hebrew text read hwhyl, but in twenty-eight other cases he has the anathrous form, and in four
cases he used a prepositional phrase without the article.
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Proper Name
Mwush=j
)Aarw&n
)Israh&l
Faraw&
Ku&rioj

t)
Ar.
2011
5
3
0
224

Ana.
212
816
0
0
825

l
Ar.
0
0
0
420
12

Ana.
813
17
1
221
2826

Prp.
0
117
0
122
427

l) 10
Ar.
214
0
0
2
0

Ana.
815
518
0
1
0

Prp.
65
1019
0
1423
14

Ku&rioj in the Original Translation
The statistics I have used relate to the edited text of Greek Exodus created by John
Wevers. As the textual apparatus quickly reveals, however, almost every occurrence of ku&rioj
that represents the Tetragram shows some textual variation, usually related to the presence or
absence of the article. So the statistics of the usage of the article with ku&rioj will vary from
manuscript to manuscript. Often the presence of the article will signal later scribal adjustments
due to the changing conventions that governed the use of the article with proper names.
Another issue that we must consider is the debate concerning what term the original
translators of the Pentateuch used to represent the Tetragram. Pre-Christian Jewish papyri of the
Septuagint show mixed practices. The scroll of the Minor Prophets (8 HevXIIgr), written in late
first century B.C.E. or early first century C.E., used paleo-Hebrew characters to write the
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In three contexts pro_j Mwush=n occurs where no Hebrew equivalent is found (3:7; 32:22; 34:10). At
3:12 the translator used simply Mwush=|.
11
16:34; 36:8,12,14,29,34,37,40; 37:20; 38:27; 39:11,22,23; 40:17,19,21,23,25. These represent all the
cases in Greek Exodus where a proper name is the indirect object of the verb sunta&ssein. In each case the
translator has tw=| Mwush=|, except for 37:19. At 16:34 the translator used tw=| Mwush=|, but the MT has
h#m l). However, the Samaritan text reads t). Wevers does not comment on this. At 37:19 the Greek
translator used the aorist passive kaqa_ suneta&gh Mwush=| to render h#m yp-l( dqp r#). This is the only
context in Greek Exodus where this equivalence occurs. Consider also the comments of M.Wade,
Consistency of Translation Techniques in the Tabernacle Accounts of Exodus in the Old Greek, pages 103105. It also occurs in 12:28,50, but in these contexts the verb used is e)netei&lato
12
2:15; 5:20
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2:21; 4:18; 8:8; 9:27; 10:15; 12:31; 16:22; 19:20.
14
9:12; 16:34
15
6:9,28; 8:25; 10:24; 16:20; 24:1,16; 31:18
16
In five cases the proper name is compounded with an articulated noun (29:44; 30:30; 40:10) or is
followed by an articulated appositional noun (28:37; 29:5).
17
This occurs in the unusual expression a)po_ tou= )Aarw&n rendering Nrh)l r#)m in 29:27.
18
In three cases it is followed by the appositional expression tw=| a)delfw=| sou (7:9, 19: 8:5).
19
In five cases the name occurs in the compound expression pro_j Mwush=n kai_ )Aarw&n (6:13; 7:8; 9:8;
12:1,43).
20
1:11; 4:22; 6:1; 18:8
21
7:1; 8:12.
22
On one occasion h(rpl is rendered as pro_j Faraw& (8:9).
23
In addition pro_j Faraw& is in the Greek text but not the MT at 5:1. At 3:18 Faraw& is added into a
phrase following pro&j, but it has no equivalent in the MT.
24
5:2; 14:31
25
10:7,8,24,26(2x); 12:31; 17:2,7.
26
There are several places where hwhyl is rendered by other prepositions (e)nanti&on 10:16; pro&j 10:17;
32:36; plh&n 22:20) but there is no article used in these contexts.
27
This includes e)nanti&on kuri&ou 10:16; plh_n kuri&w| 22:20; pro)j ku&rion 10:17; 32:26.

Tetragram. However, at Hab 2:20 the Greek article precedes the Tetragram, suggesting that the
Tetragram might well be secondary.
LXX:
o( de_ ku&rioj e)n naw=| a(gi&w| au)tou=
28
kai_ o( tetr e)n naw=| a(gi&w| [a]utou=
8HevXIIgr:
MT:
w#dq lkyhb hwhyw
A similar phenomenon occurs in this scroll at Zechariah 9:1:
LXX:
dio&ti ku&rioj e)fora=| a)nqrw&pouj
8HevXIIgr:
o#ti tw=| tetr o)fqa[lmo_j tw=n a)n]qrw&pwn
MT:
Md) Ny( hwhyl yk.
With respect to the dative function in Zechariah 9:1, it is possible to explain the occurrence of the
article to define the function of the proper noun in its clause, because the Hebrew form inserted
into the Greek text would give no indication as to case. It may also simultaneously reflect the
preposition l in the Hebrew text. However, with respect to the example from Habakkuk 2:20 the
nominative function would not require the article in Greek, but its presence does remove any
possible ambiguity. Further there is no element in the Hebrew text that the article represents.
Martin Rösel also notes the occurrence of the Tetragram in paleo-Hebrew script in
Oxyrynchus Papyrus 3522 which has Job 42 and is dated to first century CE.29
Papyrus Fouad 266 (Rahlfs 848) has portions of Greek Deuteronomy dated to first
century BCE or early first century C.E. The fragments use the Hebrew square script to render the
Tetragram in the Greek translation.
Skehan30 published fragrments of a Greek Leviticus scroll (4QLXXLevb), a late first
century B.C.E. or early first century C.E. text. At 4:27 it reads twn entolwn Iaw. The Old
Greek translation has tw=n e)ntolw=n kuri&ou. At 3:12 “the final omega and enough of the
preceding alpha are present in the fragments to preclude any other reading there. The first century
B.C.E Diodorus of Sicily (I, 94,2) says “that Moses referred his laws to
ton Iaw epikaloumenon qeon.”31
The evidence from Philo and his quotations from the Septuagint and exposition of these
texts has received various interpretations. Royse summarizes the various views well.32 He notes
that in various contexts (e.g. Her.23, Somn.2.29, Ios.28, Spec.1.30, QE. 2.62) Philo comments on
the etymology of ku&rioj. The way he incorporates ku&rioj into his exposition of the biblical texts
would indicate that this is what Philo wrote in his compositions. However, Royse argues that this
does not necessarily mean that this is what Philo read in his Septuagint texts. Further evidence is
adduced from Philo’s comments about the inscription on the gold plate affixed to the high priest’s
turban. At Mos. 2:114-115 and 2.132 Philo comments that the Tetragram is inscribed on this plate
and “that name has four letters (tetragra&mmaton), so says that master learned in divine
verities.” Royse concludes that Philo’s “remarks at Mos 2.114 and 2.132 can be explained if we
suppose that he saw the Tetragrammaton untranslated (in either Aramaic or palaeo-Hebrew
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The text is cited from the reconstruction given by Dominique Barthélemy, Les Devanciers D’Aquila.
Première Publication Intégrale du Texte Des Fragments du Dodécaprophéton (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
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script) in his Bible.”33 There is no doubt that Philo new that the divine name had four letters in
Hebrew, but I am not sure that Royse’s argument is convincing, namely that this is evidence that
Philo read an Aramaic or palaeo-Hebrew from of the divine name in his Septuagint text. Why
could Philo not have known this independently of his interaction with the Septuagint text?
Some conclude from this evidence and other materials that the original translators of the
Greek Pentateuch represented the Tetragram in the Greek text either by Hebrew characters or as
IAW.34 As is well known, Origen himself in the third century C.E. wrote:
In the more accurate exemplars [of the LXX] the (divine) name is written in Hebrew
characters; not, however, in the current script, but in the most ancient.35
In almost all other Septuagint texts, however, the usual rendering is ku&rioj. So we have at least
three possible ways in which the original translator may have represented the Tetragram. This
variation in the textual evidence needs serious reflection. As far as the evidence shows, the
translators or scribes who transmitted the texts did not mix their choice of rendering.
We must also consider when the qere/kethibh practice of reading ynwd) for the
Tetragrammaton in the Hebrew text became standard. Was this occurring in public, synagogue
readings of the Hebrew text in the third century BCE in Alexandria or in Palestine? What
evidence would support this? Or is it the case that the Old Greek translation started or at least
gave strong impetus to this practice?36
This study accepts the hypothesis that the original translators used ku&rioj as the
rendering of the Tetragram. Pietersma’s argument that since sometimes the translator used the
genitive article and sometimes the dative article to represent hwhyl, a “kyrios surrogator” would
more likely have been consistent in his rendering, rather than choosing now one and now another,
has considerable cogency.37 Further as Rösel notes, normally the Greek translator used ku&rioj to
translate hwhy and qeo&j to render Myhl). However, there are several places in Greek Exodus
where ku&rioj renders Myhl) and 41 cases where qeo&j is the equivalent for hwhy. While there
may be dispute in some cases as to whether Wevers textual decision represents what the original
translator wrote, the vast majority of these cases are quite firm textually. There is no evidence in
these situations that the Greek translator’s Hebrew Vorlage was different from the Masoretic text
that we possess today. If the original translator used either IAW or Hebrew script to represent the
Tetragram, then we are left supposing that a later revisor decided when to render this transcription
as ku&rioj or qeo&j. Again, one might suppose some variation ascribed to a revisor, but to have
such a large number of cases stretches the probability to an unreasonable extent. I think we have
to attribute this alteration to the original translator which also means that the translator used
ku&rioj or as occasion demanded in his mind qeo&j to translate the Tetragram.
Rösel also uses the Greek translation of Leviticus 24:16 (“but he that names (o)noma&zwn)
the name of the Lord, let him die the death”) to argue for ku&rioj being original, because the
translator in the very act of using either IAW or Hebrew letters of the Tetragram might be
33
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University of Cincinnati, 2002).
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kai_, en) toi=j a)kribeste&roij de_ tw=n a)ntigra&fwn (Ebrai&oij xarakth=rsi kei=tai to_ o!noma, (Ebrai+koi=
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Wolf Wilhelm Graf Baudissin Kyrios als Gottesname im Judentum und seine Stelle in der
Religionsgeschichte four volumes (Giessen, 1929) concluded that “the ancient LXX read kyrios as a
surrogate for Yhwh, and not a form of the Hebrew tetragram” (as summarized by A. Pietersama in “Kyrios
or Tetragram: A Renewed Quest for the Original LXX” in De Septuaginta (Toronto: Benben Publications,
1984):85).
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violating this command.38 However, whether writing the name came under the same curse is
uncertain. It is also possible that in an oral reading of the text a qere was used, thus avoiding the
problem.
Although Skehan proposed39 a sequential development in the representation of the
Tetragram in the Greek translation and revisions of the Old Testament (IAW was first, then the
Hebrew square script, followed by paleo-Hebrew script and lastly ku&rioj), it is clear from
Qumran materials that l) and ynd) both were used to represent the Tetragram. It is difficult given
the paucity of evidence and the challenge of dating the current evidence with precision to support
Skehan’s proposal. It would seem that various conventions were employed concurrently, with one
convention favoured in one circle and another by another circle.
Ku&rioj
Pietersma stats that “a basic rule in the Pentateuch is that kyrios is unarticulated in the
nominative case, the genitive, as object of a preposition and as subject of an infinitive. Kyrios is
articulated most often in the dative when rendering Hebrew le- prefixed to the tetragram.”40 In
Exodus ku&rioj occurs primarily without the article.41 If ku&rioj is bound with a preposition, no
article will be present.

Context
5:2
9:27
9:29

Hebrew Text
hwhy-t)
hwhy
hwhyl

Old Greek
to_n ku&rion
o( ku&rioj
tou= kuri&ou

9:30
12:4242

hwhy ynpm
hwhyl

to_n ku&rion
tw=| kuri&w|

13:12
13:12

hwhyl
hwhyl

tw=\| kuri&w|
tw=| kuri&w|

38

Variants

om tou 527 Phil III
160
Sup ras 527; > 56*
ku oI C'’ -126 131* 106*
75' Bo Syh; deo Arab;
om tw=| 131* 118' 537 106c 129 127-628
kw tw qw sou 527;

Rösel, op. cit., 418.
Skehan, op. cit., 28-34.
40
A. Pietersma, “Kyrios or Tetragram…”, 93. He notes that it occurs “in Exodus twelve times against
twenty-three without articulation” (p.94).
41
It has frequently been noted that in Greek Exodus when ku&rioj refers to a human master or lord,
rendering Nwd) (21:4(2x),5,6(2x),8,32) or l(b (21:28,29(2x),34(2x); 22:8,11,12,14,15) it regularly occurs
with the article. Wevers in The Rendering of the Tetragram in the Psalter and Pentateuch: A Comparative
Study, 23 identifies nine instances where ku&rioj represents a human Nwd) or ynd). In addition to those
occurring in chapter 21, there is Aaron’s address to Moses in 32:22. I am only able to account for eight. All
of the vocative forms of ku&rie in Exodus (except for 32:22) rendering Nwd) or ynd) refer to Yahweh, not to a
human agent. We also have the exceptional text at 21:8 where the anarthrous ku&rioj refers to “a husband”
generically. In this case there is no equivalent to ku&rioj in the MT, but if there was a Hebrew equivalent in
the translator’s text, then it probably was a form of Nwd), given the surrounding uses. A similar situation
occurs in 21:36. The Greek translation has the clause kai_ diamemarturhme&noi w}sin tw=| kuri&w| au)tou=
and in this setting tw=| kuri&w| au)tou= refers to the owner of an ox. MT has no equivalent text. However, the
parallel in 21:29 has wyl(bb as the equivalent and so presumably the Hebrew Vorlage of the translator in
21:36 did not read a form of Nwd).
42
In the same verse we also read h( nu&c au#th profulakh_ kuri&w|. Here again there are significant variants:
pr tw F 135-426-707(mg) d n s t(-74) 59; ku 376 C'’ 53' Latcodd 101 104 Bo; >15.
39

13:15

hwhyl

tw=| kuri&w|

14:25
14:31

hwhy yk
hwhy-t)

o( ga_r ku&rioj
to_n ku&rion

15:1
15:2143
16:23
16:2544

hwhyl
hwhyl
hwhyl
hwhyl

tw=| kuri&w|
tw=| kuri&w|
tw=| kuri&w|
tw=| kuri&w|

16:29
24:1

hwhy-yk
_______qxrm

30:12

hwhyl

31:15

hwhyl #dq

32:5

hwhyl gh

34:9

ynd)(1?)

34:14

hwhy yk

om tw| 707.
tw| qew| Cyr X 701;
om tw 707 422 s 509
Chr I 354; > Sict
proj 68' (sed hab
Ald)
deo Sah

om tw=| 707
kw 59;
kw tw qw 707
o( ga_r ku&rioj
om o( 76'
makro&qen tw=| kuri&w|
Sub obelus Syh; > 58
= MT
tw=| kuri&w|
om tw=| B 15-707 b-19
n 55 426 Cyr Ad
344PR (sed hab X 700
Compl)
a#gioj tw=| kuri&w|
deo Latcod 100; om
tw=| Mtxt C 18 426 509
e(orth_ tou= kuri&ou au!rion tou= ] > A F(vid) Mtxt
29-708 b f 134 318 z
18 46 799 (sed hab
Ald)
o( ku&rio&j mou
om o( A M' 29-58376-oI C'’ s 121' 68'
18 46 59 319 509
o( ga_r ku&rioj

In six contexts a nominative form of ku&rioj occurs with the article.45 At 9:27 Pharoah
confesses his sinful response to Yahweh’s requirements.
LXX: h(ma&rthka to_ nu=n. o( ku&rioj di&kaioj, e)gw_ de_ kai_ o( lao&j mou a)sebei=j.
NETS: “Now I have sinned. The Lord is just but I and my people are impious.”
MT: My(#rh ym(w yn)w qydch hwhy M(ph yt)+x.
NRSV: “This time I have sinned; the LORD is in the right, and I and my people
are in the wrong.”
The Greek text is quite certain, only 126 68’-120 read o de kurioj. The article in this case could
be emphatic, i.e. deictic, i.e. “This Kyrios is just! But I and my people are impious!”, or used to
mark the subject of this nominal expression. Another nominal clause with ku&rioj as subject
occurs at 17:15 (ku&rio&j mou katafugh& ysn hwhy) and ku&rioj is anarthrous. It is unclear whether
43

Parallels the text in 15:1.
Compare the parallel constructions in 20:10 and 35:2 where the lemma has an unarticulated ku&rioj.
There are no variants for 20:10 with the article. However, the textual tradition is split somewhat at 35:2.
45
Wevers in The Rendering of the Tetragram…, 24 indicates that the nominative form of ku&rioj is arthrous
only three times in Exodus (9:27; 16:29; 34:14). I have noted four cases where o( ku&rioj represents hwhy –
the three mentioned by Wevers, plus 14:25. The case of 8:22(18) is unusual, but should also be noted. Once
at 34:9 o( ku&rioj represents ynwd).
44

the translation should be “The Lord is my refuge” or “My Lord is a refuge”. The placement of the
possessive pronoun creates ambiguity. However, if mou is intended to modify katafugh& then its
placement does not follow the translator’s normal practice of maintaining Hebrew word order in
such situations. Also in the nominal clause with initial ku&rioj ku&rioj at 34:6 the translator used
no article, but in this case the appositional o( qeo&j follows. So there does not seem to be a
consistent pattern where initial ku&rioj in a nominal clause is arthrous or anarthrous. We find both
situations and so conclude that this is an inner Greek issue and the syntax chosen by the translator
is designed to convey some nuance of interpretation, but the presence or absence of the article
does not represent anything specific in his Hebrew text.
Three times when the translator chooses to initiate a clause with ga&r and the subject is
Yahweh, he renders it as o( ga_r ku&rioj (14:25 polemei=; 16:29 e!dwken; 34:14 (nominal clause)).
The textual tradition is remarkably uniform in each case. In these cases the articulated
nominative ku&rioj occurs at the beginning of a ga&r clause and represents the structure hwhy yk.
These are the only contexts where the nominative form of ku&rioj occurs in Exodus in this kind of
structure.46 Since ga&r is a postpositive particle this may have influenced the translator’s use of
the article in these three contexts.
Only once in Greek Exodus does ku&rioj initiate a clause that begins with de& (11:3) and in
this case the proper name is anarthrous (ku&rioj de_ e!dwken).47
At 8:22(18) the Greek text represents its Hebrew text by
i#na ei)dh=|j o#ti e)gw& ei)mi ku&rioj, o( ku&rioj pa&shj th=j gh=j ((NETS) “so that you may know that
I am the Lord, the Lord of all the land (or all the earth)”) (Cr)h brqb hwhy yn) yk (dt N(ml
(NRSV) “that you may know that I the LORD am in this land”). It would seem that the distinction
between ku&rioj / o( ku&rioj is designed to express “Yahweh, the Lord/Master of all the
land/earth”. Since the Greek translation is an interpretation of the Hebrew text, we have an
example where ku&rioj, standing for the divine proper name, is distinguished from the o( ku&rioj
which means “the one who is lord/master”. Plainly o( ku&rioj is an appellative in this context.
Perhaps this sense also colours other contexts where an arthrous form of ku&rioj occurs in Greek
Exodus. This text is also a good example of a situation where transliterating ku&rioj as Kyrios in
the English text may be the best way to express the meaning of the Greek translator, i.e. “so that
you may know that I am Kyrios, the Lord of all the land.”
Finally, there is the peculiar rendering at 34:9:
MT: wnbrqb ynd) )n-Kly ynd) Kyny(b Nx yt)cm )n-M)
NRSV: “If now I have found favor in your sight, O Lord, I pray, let the Lord go
with us.”
LXX:
ei) eu#rhka xa&rin e)nw&pio&n sou, sumporeuqh&tw o( ku&rio&j mou meq ) h(mw=n.
NETS: “If I have found favor before you, let my Lord go together with us.”
Plainly ynd) is a reference to Yahweh.48 There is considerable textual variation within the
tradition about the rendering in the Greek translation. However, Wevers has evaluated the
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There are two other contexts in Greek Exodus where a proper name fronts a ga&r clause and in each case
the article is used with the proper name (32:1,23 o( ga_r Mwush=j). Each time this represents h#m hz yk.
47
In the case of Mwush=j the translation usually has the anarthrous form with de& (7:7; 11:10; 20:21), but in
the case of )Aarw&n we find both arthous (7:7; 17:12) and anarthrous (7:2) forms with de&, when these
proper nouns are the subject of a clause. In the case of qeo&j we find o( ga_r qeo_j (18:1 yhl) yk) and
o( de_ qeo_j (13:21 hwhyw; 19:19 Myhl)w).
48
Wevers notes in The Rendering of the Tetragram…, 23 that “ynd) as a designation for God is rare [in
Greek Exodus].” He then comments on 4:10; 23:17; 34:9, 23 and seems to suggest that only four examples
of this equivalence occur in Greek Exodus. However, the equivalence of de&omai ku&rie for ynd) yb is found

evidence with his usual skill and insight. What is clear is that the translator provides here a very
literal translation of ynd), i.e. my lord. Probably the translator did not consider ynd) as a reference
to the Tetragram in this context. Thus, ku&rioj is not a proper name in this context and so the use
of the article is quite appropriate.
In 2 cases the Greek article with ku&rion may reflect the nota accusativa in the Hebrew
text (5:2; 14:31).49 However, there are many other cases where hwhy-t) is rendered by the
unarticulated ku&rion (10:7,8,24,26(2x);12:31; 17:2,7). The data indicates that use of the article
with ku&rion in these two cases does not represent a default rendering of the Hebrew nota
accusativa, but more probably represents Greek idiomatic or stylistic elements.
The translator by using the article in these two instances is seeking to express some
nuance that he regarded as relevant to these contexts. At 5:2 the translator renders Pharaoh’s
response to Moses’ demand as:
Ou)k oi}da to_n ku&rion, kai_ to_n )Israh_l ou)k e)caposte&llw.
The use of the article both with ku&rion and )Israh&l is unusual, and perhaps expresses a
pejorative nuance, i.e. “I do not know this Kyrios and this Israel I am not sending away!”
The case of 14:31 should be compared to 9:30.50 In both Greek contexts we have a form
of fobei=sqai + to_n ku&rion and these are the only two contexts in Greek Exodus where ku&rion is
the object of fobei=sqai. The Hebrew text is quite different in each context:
9:30 Myhl) hwhy ynpm Nw)ryt yk “that you do not yet fear the LORD God” (NRSV)
o#ti ou)de&pw pefo&bhsqe to_n ku&rion 51 (subject is Pharoah and his servants)52
14:31 hwhy-t) M(h w)ryyw “so the people feared the LORD” (NRSV).
e)fobh&qh de_ o( lao)j to_n ku&rion.
There is some leveling occurring in the Greek translation.53 It is possible to read the article in
both cases with an anaphoric sense. In the case of 9:30 Moses has told Pharoah that he will pray
to Yahweh for the thunder, hail and rain to cease “in order that he [Pharoah] might know that the
earth [or land] belongs to Kyrios.” In the following verse Moses acknowledges that Pharoah and
his leaders do not yet fear “this Kyrios”. With respect to 14:31 Yahweh has just destroyed the

not only at 4:10, but also at 4:13. In addition the vocative ku&rie renders ynwd) at 5:22; 15:17 and in each
context this refers to Yahweh
49
Wevers comments in The Rendering of the Tetragram…, 24 “The structure to_n ku&rion occurs three
times in Exodus. In two cases the to&n represents the preposition in hwhy-t) (5,2;14,31), but at 9,30, the
LXX uniquely reads to_n ku&rion for hwhy….” The Hebrew preposition in both cases is the nota accusativa.
50
R. Sollamo comments on these passages in Renderings of Hebrew Semiprepositions in the Septuagint
(Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1979): 91: “Instead of a preposition construction a simple
accusative is employed three times to translate ynpm + the following noun (Ex 9,30; 10, 3 Prv 30,30),…
These accusatives follow the verbs fobei=sqai (Ex 9,30; Is 51,13), e)ntre&pesqai (Ex 10,3)…and agree with
normal Greek practice.”
51
In 8:10 the double divine name Myhl) hwhy is also rendered by the singular ku&rioj. Only Hexaplaric
witnesses have the addition o qeoj hmwn. This is the only other context in Greek Exodus where this
equivalent occurs. In three contexts the reverse occurs, namely a form of qeo&j represents this expression
(3:18 (2x); 5:3). In the two occurrences in 3:18 qeoj is the minority reading, as at 5:3, but accepted by
Wevers as original, presumably because in these cases manuscripts A and B support it. As he says, “A very
popular F M variant has added kurioj and kuriw resp., thereby conforming to MT” (Notes on the Greek
Text of Exodus, 36. Cf. page 60.).
52
There is a textual variant: ku&rion ] qeon B 29’ 44 392 76’ 130 646’ BoA (sed hab Sixt).
53
Wevers, Notes, p. 141 says that “ku&rion when referring to God is hardly ever articulated in Exod
(elsewhere only at 5:2 and 14:31), whereas qeo&n lacks the article only once (7:1) where the unarticulated
form is exegetically necessary.” If Wevers’ is referring specifically to the accusative form ku&rion, then he
is correct.

Egyptian army in the Red Sea. Israel has seen “what Kyrios did to the Egyptians”. As a result
“the people feared this Kyrios”.54
As other scholars have noted, arthrous forms of ku&rioj in Greek Exodus occur primarily
in the genitive and dative cases, as renderings of the phrase hwhyl. In 12 of the cases in Exodus an
arthrous form of ku&rioj represents the Hebrew prepositional phrase hwhyl.55
Twice the translator used the genitive tou= kuri&ou to indicate how hwhyl defines another
noun (9:29; 32:5).56 In the case of 9:29 the translator renders the Hebrew as:
i#na gnw=|j o#ti tou= kuri&ou h( gh=
Cr)h hwhyl yk (dt N(ml
Nominal clauses that have a genitive in the predicate can define possession.57 Whether h( gh=
refers to the earth or the land of Egypt is unclear. However, the translator affirms that when
Yahweh answers Moses prayer for the thunder, hail and rain to stop, Pharoah will know “that the
land (or earth) is the Lord’s.” The article in this context probably conveys the sense that the land
belongs to “this Kyrios”, the one to whom Pharoah has asked Moses to pray for relief from the
devastating weather. Pharoah has recognized that “this Kyrios is just” (o( ku&rioj di&kaioj 9:27)
and has asked Moses to pray “for me to Kyrios” (peri_ e)mou= pro_j ku&rion 9:28). So Moses
complies and the translator emphasizes by the use of the article that Kyrios (Yahweh) is the one
responsible and Pharoah is acknowledging this reality.
The expression hwhyl gx occurs in 12:14 (Passover – e(orth_n kuri&w|); 13:6 (seventh day
feast of unleavened bread – e(orth_ kuri&ou) and 32:5 (Aaron’s feast before the Golden Calf –
e(orth_ tou= kuri&ou). We also find hwhy-gx at 10:9 (e(orth_ kuri&ou), where it describes the reason
Moses and Aaron give to Pharoah for releasing Israel. The alteration between genitive and dative
reflects the translator’s understanding of the Hebrew text. The genitive probably signifies a feast
ordered by Yahweh (10:9 (bound construction in Hebrew and subjective genitive in Greek);
13:6), whereas the dative probably represents a feast dedicated to Yahweh (12:14).
In the case of 32:5 the translator used a genitive construction to represent hwhyl gx,
suggesting that Aaron is claiming that this is a feast ordered by Yahweh.
32:5 kai_ e)kh&rucen )Aarw_n le&gwn (Eorth_ tou= kuri&ou au!rion
Nrh) )rqyw
rxm hwhyl gx rm)yw
This may be part of the larger interpretative framework in Greek Exodus 32ff that tends to
enhance Aaron’s responsibility for Israel’s idolatry.
But why did the translator58 use the arthrous tou= kuri&ou here, but not in the other
contexts of Exodus?59 Wevers suggests that “it contrasts with legitimate feasts of the Lord; i.e. the
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Wevers in Text History of the Greek Exodus, 262. suggests that “to_n ku&rion stands for hwhy t)”, but if
so, this does not explain the other contexts where the nota accusativa with the Tetragram is rendered
anarthrously in Greek Exodus. In fact, this would be only the second case.
55
9:29; 12:42; 13:12(2x), 15; 15:1,21; 16:23,25; 30:12; 31:15; 32:5.
56
An anarthrous kuri&ou represents hwhyl iin Wevers edition at 13:6; 28:32; 35:22. At 28:32 many witnesses
read kuriw|: O-29 414’ b 107’-125 n s 71’ 426 Phil II 288 Latcodd 91 94-96 100 Aeth Syh (sed hab Compl)
= MT (as noted by Wevers). In his Text History of the Greek Exodus, 262, Wevers explains the arthrous
tou= kuri&ou at 9:29 (he cites 8:29) and 32:5 as “intended by the translator as a representation of the
preposition.” But this begs the question why the translator is so inconsistent in this representation of the
Hebrew preposition by the article in so many other instances.
57
Nigel Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, Volume III Syntax (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1963):
231.
58
W.W. Grafen Baudissin, Kyrios als Gottesname im Judentum und seine Stelle in der Religiongeschichte.
Ester Teil: Der Gebrauch des Gottesnamens Kyrios in Septuaginta (Giessen: Alfred Töpelmann, 1929): 24.
Baudissin suggests that the presence of the article may imply an “appellative Färbung”, reflecting a sense
of “’Herr’.” But in saying this he wants to be careful to emphasize that this is a nuance and the sense of
ku&rioj as the proper name for Yahweh is never overshadowed. Later Baudisson (page 72) suggests that

rarely articulated genitive is intentional….”60 Certainly the context is unusual. In 32:1 the people
demand that Aaron make them “gods, who will go before us.” Aaron responds by fashioning the
Golden Calf and declaring (v.4) that the calf represents Israel’s “gods”, plural. This is repeated in
Yahweh’s revelation to Moses on Sinai (v.9). Aaron blames the people (v.23) who demanded,
“Make us gods who will go before us.” Finally, when Moses pleads with God not to destroy
Israel, Moses admits their great sin in producing “gold gods” (v.31). So the passage is consistent
in using the plural to describe the Golden Calf as representing plural gods for Israel. This
plurality is already indicated in the Hebrew text through the plural form of the verbs in 32:1,23.
However, in the Greek text of 32:5 Aaron uses the singular tou= kuri&ou, representing the Hebrew
hwhyl. Perhaps then the Greek translator is indicating a meaning such as “a feast established by
this Yahweh”, i.e. the one represented now by the Golden Calf, not by Moses or the Law that
Moses is transmitting.
Ten times in Wevers’ edition of Greek Exodus the articulated dative form
tw=| kuri&w| represents hwhyl.61 Usually, as Baudisson noted, it is “in Verbindung mit sakralen
Ausdrücken.”62 Sometimes the simple dative tw=| kuri&w| (12:42; 16:23, 25; 31:15) may mark
possession or reference:
12:42a nukto_j.63 (42) profulakh& e)stin tw=| kuri&w| (hwhyl )wh Myrm# lyl)
[12:42b e)kei&nh h( nu_c au#th profulakh_ kuri&w|
Myrm# hwhyl hzh hlylh-)wh]
16:23 sa&bbata a)na&pausij a(gi&a tw=| kuri&w| au!rion rxm hwhyl #dq-tb# Nwtb#
16:25 e!stin ga_r sa&bbata sh&meron tw=| kuri&w| hwhyl Mwyh tb#-yk
[20:10 th=| de_ h(me&ra| th=| e(bdo&mh sa&bbata kuri&w| tw=| qew=|
hwhyl tb# y(yb#h Mwyw ]
31:15 sa&bbata, a)na&pausij a(gi&a tw=| kuri&w| hwhyl #dq Nwtb# tb#
In three of these cases the context relates to Sabbath observance (16:23,25; 31:15), while the
other is linked with Passover ritual (12:42). We also find cases where Sabbath observance (35:2
reads sa&bbata a)na&pausij kuri&w| hwhyl Nwtb# tb#) is expressed by anarthrous kuri&w|. With
respect to Passover we also find ta_ pa&sxa kuri&w| hwhyl xsp (12:48). We find similar
formations in other places in Exodus where an unarticulated form of ku&rioj is used.64 So the
translator was not consistent in rendering hwhyl in such cases. In some contexts such as 12:42 in
the same verse we read the arthrous and then anarthrous form. Whether we should see some sense
simple genitive kuri&ou “ist also eine Art genitivus subjectivus” notion, in the sense of something
established “by the Lord.”
59
It should be noted that a significant number of manuscripts omit the article: A F(vid) Mtxt 29-708 b f 134
318 z18 46 799, as Wevers’ edition indicates. 106* and Syh read tw.
60
Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus, 520.
61
Wevers asserts that “the tw=| represents the preposition of hwhyl (in The Rendering of the Tetragram…,
page 24). However, this does not explain the many other cases in Exodus where no article is present in the
Greek rendering of this phrase.
62
Baudissin, op.cit., 72.
63
In the MT lyl begins v. 42. However, in the Greek and Samaritan texts is seems to be conjoined with
v.41.
64
hwhyl = kuri&w| : 8:8,26,27,28,29; 10:25; 12:14,27,42,48; 29:18,25,28,41; 30:10,13,20,37; 32:29; 35:2,5,
29; 36:39. Pietersma counts twenty-three also. In some of these contexts (e.g. 29:18; 30:10) a minority of
witnesses place an article before kuri&w|. As well, in some contexts Hexaplaric influence may be evident
with the addition of the article (12:14; 29:28; 30:20; 35:5, 22). At 17:15 there is no Hebrew equivalent in
MT but Wevers shows kuri&w| as original, even though many manuscripts omit it. Wevers wonders whether
the omission represents a pre-Origenic revision towards a Hebrew text (Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus,
272.) At 17:16 the Hebrew text is rendered in quite a different manner:
polemei= ku&rioj e)pi_ Am)alh_k qlm(b hwhyl hmxlm.

of “Herr” in the arthrous examples, as Baudisson proposed, remains an open question. There does
not seem to be anything specifically in the context that would suggest this emphasis in these
cases, as opposed to contexts such as 35:2 or 12:48.
Sometimes it marks an indirect object (13:12(2x),15; 15:1,21; 30:12):
13:12 kai_ a)felei=j pa=n dianoi=gon mh&tran…tw=| kuri&w|
hwhyl Mxr-r+p-lk trb(hw
ta_ a)rsenika_ a(gia&seij tw=| kuri&w| hwhyl Myrkzh
13:15 dia_ tou=to e)gw_ qu&w tw=| kuri&w| pa=n dianoi=gon mh&tran
Mxr r+p-lk h hyl xbz yn) Nk-l(
15:1 ai!swmen tw=\| kuri&w|
hwhyl hry#)
15:21 ai!swmen tw=\| kuri&w|
hwhyl wry#
30:12 kai_ dw&sousin e#kastoj lu&tra th=j yuxh=j au)tou= tw=| kuri&w|
hwhyl w#pn rpk #y) wntnw 65
In some contexts it might be argued that the presence of the article fills an anaphoric and
somewhat emphatic function. For example, in Exodus 13 Moses instructs Israel about the way
they are to remember and celebrate God’s preservation of Israel during the night when He
slaughtered Egypt’s firstborn. In 13:9 Moses affirms that ku&rioj is responsible for their escape
from Egypt. This same ku&rioj o( qeo&j (v.11) will lead them into the land of the Canaanites. When
they arrive there, they must dedicate all their firstborn to tw=| kuri&w| “this Kyrios” (v.12) and they
must consecrate the males tw=| kuri&w| “this Kyrios”. In v.14 Moses instructs them how to respond
to their children’s questions about this ritual. It is ku&rioj (v.14) who has led them from Egypt
and therefore “I am sacrificing to tw=| kuri&w| ‘this Kyrios’ everything opening the womb, the
males,..” (v.15). In other words the use of the article is referential in the context and reflects a
Greek discourse element. A similar argument can be made with respect to the arthrous tw=| kuri&w|
in 15:1,21. Note the arthrous to_n ku&rion in 14:31, which just precedes.
The occurrence of the arthrous tw=| kuri&w| in 30:12 is more difficult. Yahweh is giving
instruction to Moses for the half didrachma payment that each Israelite male must pay as a
“ransom of his soul to the Lord” when a census is taken. This is the first occurrence of ku&rioj in
this section (30:11-16), other than the initial discourse note in v.11 that “the Lord spoke to Moses,
saying,…” In verses 13-16 ku&rioj occurs four more times, but is always anarthrous (as it is
throughout this chapter apart from v.12). The article probably then is not functioning in any
anaphoric sense. It is the case that B 15-707 b-19 n 55 426 Cyr Ad 344PR do not have the article
here. Perhaps the anarthrous form is the original reading.66 In 30:10 A 25 b d f-129 84 121 799 Cyr
Ad 617 read tw| kuriw| also, but Wevers has accepted kuri&w| as the most likely reading.
At Exodus 24:1 tw=| kuri&w| occurs but the MT has no Hebrew equivalent.67
LXX: kai_ proskunh&sousin makro&qen tw=| kuri&w|
MT: qxrm Mtywxt#hw.
tw=| kuri&w| seems to be the original Greek text because the manuscript tradition shows sub obelus
Syh and its omission in 58. Wevers considers this an “epexegetical” addition, clarifying whom
the people are to worship “at a distance.”68 Whether or not the translator’s Hebrew Vorlage had
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In 30:10,13,20,37 hwhyl is rendered by anarthrous kuri&w|.
In the data provided by Wevers, Text History of the Greek Exodus, 81-92, manuscript B supported by a
minority of manuscripts at 8:8 and 24:1 has the article with ku&rioj where Wevers has opted for an
anarthrous form. So this manuscript is not in the habit of adding or deleting the article with ku&rioj.
67
Wevers in Text History o f the Greek Exodus, 262 says that at 24:1 the articulated noun represents
hwhy-l), but this must be an error, because there is no such phrase in the MT at the end of 24:1. It does
occur earlier in 24:1 but there it is rendered by pro_j ku&rion, as it normally is in Greek Exodus.
68
Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus, 379.
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hwhyl, he may have chosen the articulated form to emphasize anaphorically that this is the same
Kyrios that the elders will ascend Sinai to worship (pro_j ku&rion 24:1).
In Exodus 23:17 and its parallel 34:23 the translator had to deal with the unusual phrase
hwhy Nd)h ynp-l) (at 34:23 this is l)r#y yhl) hwhy Nd)h-ynp t)). If he followed his normal
equivalencies, we would expect kuri&ou kuri&ou, a rather awkward expression. In both cases he
opts for e)nw&pion kuri&ou tou= qeou= (adding sou in 23:17 and including in 34:23 the equivalent
)Israh&l), presumably because he wants to avoid the repetition. Wevers believes that the
rendering at 23:17 is influenced by 34:23. Further, he thinks that the MT was not the Hebrew
Vorlage used by the translator.69 He may well be correct. We should note 34:6 where the
translator does render l) hwhy hwhy as ku&rioj ku&rioj o( qeo&j, faithfully representing the repeated
Tetragram. However, many manuscripts only have ku&rioj o( qeo&j, which creates some
uncertainty as to what the original translator wrote in this context. Rahlfs follows the shorter
reading in his text. Wevers’ explains the shorter text as due to haplography.
The common anarthrous use of ku&rioj in Greek Exodus to represent the Tetragram
demonstrated by this investigation confirms that it functions primarily as a proper name.70 A
second conclusion is that the Greek translator probably employed an article with
ku&rioj (when representing the Tetragram directly or ynwd) when referring to Yahweh) because of
internal Greek requirements, rather than a means of rendering some element in the Hebrew text.
The infrequent arthrous constructions in Greek Exodus do not reflect an element in his Hebrew
text (i.e. the preposition l or the nota accusativa t)). Rather we have sought to demonstrate that
the occurrence of the article probably reflects some emphasis the translator wanted to express in a
specific context. Whether we can recover these nuances of meaning correctly and fully remains to
be seen. If this second conclusion has correctly interpreted the data, it indicates that the Exodus
translator paid attention to larger discourse structures and used Greek structures to communicate
specific nuances in his text. The fact that these Greek structures on occasion occur where
corresponding elements may be found in the Hebrew text, does not mean that the translator
intended them to represent Hebrew elements, given their inconsistent occurrence. Finally, I would
observe that if the translator did use Hebrew characters to represent the Tetragram in his
translation, the inconsistent use of the article, particularly when rendering the phrase hwhyl is
even more difficult to understand.
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Wevers, “The Rendering of the Tetragram…,” op.cit., pages 23-24.
The reasons why the Greek translators of the Hebrew text chose ku&rioj as the rendering of the divine
name remain somewhat unclear. It is quite possible that the use of this term within Egyptian documents to
describe the Pharaoh and divine beings gave its use in the Jewish Alexandrian community for hwhy an
ironic and somewhat politically charged significance, serving to express the unique position Yahweh
occupies, despite the pretensions of the Ptolemies.
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